
CORRUPTION 



MEANING 

 According to the common usage term 
“corruption” we call a public servant 
corrupt if he accepts gifts bestowed by a 
private person with the object of inducing 
him to give special consideration to the 
interests of the donor.  



Types of practices in corruption  

 Bribery- offering  money 

 Extortion-i.e. demanding gifts or favours 
in the execution of public duties. 

 Nepotism-appointment of frends, relatives 
regardless of their merit 



Characteristics  

 Corruption involves more than one person  

 It on the whole involves secrecy 

 It involves an element of mutual obligation and 
mutual benefits 

  those who practice corrupt methods usually 
attempt to hide their activities by resorting to 
some form of lawful justification 

 An act of occurtion involves deception, usually of 
the public body or society at large. Any form of 
corruption is a betrayal of trust 



Causes  

 Absence of leadership  

  weakness of religious and ethnic teachings 

 Lack of education 

 Poverty 

 Absence of severe punishment measures 

  absence of anti- corrupt behaviour 

 Structure of government 

 Inefficient laws 

 



Consequences of corruption 

 It leads to : 

 Exploitation 

 Inequality 

 Lagal disorder 

 It makes government ineffective 

  impedes economicgrowth 

  raises cost of living 



Preventions 

 For preventions we need: 

  Efficient government 

 Ant-corruption value system 

 The inspiring leadership of a group 

  An educated public 



DELINING SEX RATIO 

 India has a long history of gender bias. In 
ancient times scientific techniques were not 
advanced and it was impossible to determine the 
sex of the child. 

 The declining sex ration in the country is a cause 
of great concern. scientific techniques are 
misused to kill girls even before the they are 
born. 

 Thus nature balance between the males and the 
females has disturbed  



Causes of sex declining  

 Preference for the male child- in india sons 
are given more preference then the girls 

 Religious duties- it is believed that most of 
the religious  duties  are performed by the 
male person of the house 

 Girls are considered as the liabilities in 
matter of dowry, financial pressures and 
etc 



 Advanced Medical technology 

 A study conducted by sabu M.  George 
expert at the centre of women 
development studies, Delhi, holds 
widespread misuse of ultrasound 
machines for sex determination 
responsible for the sharp increase in the 
adverse sex ratio in the country during the 
past decade 



Medical termination of pregnancy 
act 1971 

 The MPT act 1971 allows medical termination 
under certain conditions: 

 Risk to the life of the pregnant women or grave 
injury to her mental and physical health 

 Risk to the child if born, would suffer from 
serious physical or mental abnormalities 

 Where the pregnancy is caused by rape 

 Where the pregnancy is result of failure of any 
contraceptive devised 

 



Present female ratio in India 

 The census report of 2001 reveled that 
the sex ratio of the population of one of 
one to six years had declined.  

  during the last the last one decade from 
945 to 927 per thousand which in turn has 
highlighted the widespread practice of 
female feticide despite legislations 
banning it. 



preventions 

 By educating people 

 Economic participation of women  

  Improve access to health  

  Empowering women 



Poverty 

 The term poverty refers to the state 
condition of having little or no money , 
goods , or means of support. 

 Random(1969)- condition of being in want 
of something that is needed, desiredor 
generally recognized as having value . 



causes 

 The main causes of poverty are : 

  illetracy  

 Growing population  

 unemployment/ underemployment 

 Low income  

 Corruption  

 Low national income of the country 

 Crowded and deteriorated housing 

 Unskilled work 

 

 



ANTI POVERTY PROGRAMMES 
 

 PROGRAMMES WHICH ARE HELFUL IN REMOVING THE 
POVERY ARE : 

 The integrated rural development programme the largest 
credit based government poverty reduction programme 
in the world provide rural household below the poverty 
line 

 Trysem- Training rural youth for self employment was 
started to provide technical skills to the rural youth 

 Sepup-self employment programme for the urban poor 

 Seeuy- scheme for self employment of the educated 
urban youth  



Steps to remove poverty 
 

 Accountability of the government 

 Relaxation of labour laws 

 Increasing access to bank 

 Increasing literacy level 

 Land reforms 


